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Petroleum development along the shores of the Beaufort Sea, Alaska, particularly in the 
vicinity of Prudhoe Bay, has led to an increased awareness and concern for the marine and coastd 
plain environments, for geohaxards and engineering problems, for the geologic history, for arctic 
processes of sediment erosion and depmition, for sea ice movement and its eflects, and for peF 
mafrost, to mention but a few. This report is primarily concerned with the shallow stratigraphy 
of the inner ahelf between Flaxman Island in the east and Prudboe Bay, some 50 km to the west. 
The Branch of Pacific Marine Geology of the U.S. Geologicd Survey has acquired a large amount 
of seismic, side-scan sonar and bathymetric data in the region since 1970. These data form the 
basis for this study. Additionally, bottom samples, cores, temperature and salinity data, and div- 
ing prgrams have provided much information complementary to the research program. Twenty 
boreholes drilled throughout the atudy area by Harding-Lawson h o c i a t e s  under contract to the 
Conservation Division of the US. Geological Survey in 1979, (Fig. l), and several additional ones 
drilled under the OCSEAP, provide ground truth for the seismic stratigraphy. The stratigraphic 
and environmental record from these boreholes have been interpreted by David Hopkins, Roger 
Hartz and Peggy Smith of the U.S. Geological Survey [Hopkins and others, 1978; Hartz and oth- 
ers, 1979; Smith and Hopkins, 1979; and Smith, in press). 

The seismic data available for this study are a combination of high resolution geophysical 
records, obtained with such systems as buumers, minisparkem, and fixed frequency transducem 
within the range of 3.5 to 7 kHz. The side-scan sonar provided s e d m r  imagery and the t rans  
ducers provided bathymetric data. The purpose of the study leading to this report has been to 
obtain and interpret all available geophysical data, to relate the findings to borehole data both 
onshore and offshore, to develop an understanding of the geologic framework that operated during 
Quaternary time, and to describe the recent geologic history of the area. 

REGIONAL SETTING 

The atudy area  is emcompassed by the Canning River fan delta on the e ~ t  and the Sag* 
vanirktok delta on the west. The coastd plain in the area is underlain by a aeries of coalescing 
alluvial and glacial-outwash fans extending northward from the Brooks Range (Hopkins and 
Wartz, 1978). The tundra surface is dotted by thousands of shallow thaw lakes, and crossed by 
shallow river chmne1a both abandoned and presently active. Coastal bluffs dong the plain gradu- 
ally rise in height from 2 m to 6 m to the south, where the plain merges with the B m k s  Range. 
An offshore island chain sub-parallel to the coastline consists of islands &hat appear to be &rue 
constructiond barrier islands, whereas the eastern one (Flaxman Island, Fig. I) is redly a coastal 
plain remnant, capped by tundra as much as six meters above sea level. Seismic data suggest 
that aome of the other islands may have origins similar to Flaxman Island. Although they may 
appear as true barrier islands, they may in fact consist of erosional debris resulting from destruc- 
tion of a coastal remmant, later shaped by modern currents to  appear surficially as a classical barc 
rier island. 

Between the islands md the coastline are lagoons which receive sediment supplied by rivers 
and coastal erosion. The lagoons are generally protected from large pack ice by the island chain 
and shallow passes, whereas the shelf aeaward of the island chain is severely gouged by sea ice. 
Sedimentation appears to be low or non-existent and is influenced by coastal currents and by ice 
drifting from east fo west. Coastal erosion, dominated by thennokarst procemes, proceeds at an 
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average rate of 1.8 m/yr (Hopkins and Hartz, 1978). But the high-standing areas of Flaxman 
Island actually are retreating at a rate of 3.5 m/yr (Lewellan, 19771, demonstrating that the island 
also will appear as a barrier island in a few hundred years. 

Topographic maps and LANDSAT images indicate that the Canning River in the past has 
shif6ed back and forth across its subaerial fan, as evidenced by the well developed radial channel 
pattern. The river" most recent shift hm been from discharge points in Sefingwell Lagoon to the 
eastern fan boundary in Camden Bay . 

The acoustic response of the sedimentary sequence to high resoIution seismic profiling tech- 
niques in the Beaufort Sea is inferior to that of my other Quaternary to Holocene sediments we 
have studied with similar techniques in other parts of the world. We attribute this poor seismic 
redution to a combination of factors unique to high latitudes: 

1) Subaerial exposure of a soft sediment section to the cold atmosphere during glacial 
periods results in permafmst agrdation, which in turn results in the formation of 
Barge masses of ground ice, in the form of ice wedges and ice lenses, that can be 
several metem thick. Besides this massive ice, there is excess interstitial ice in the sedi- 
ments, Totaling as much rn 80% or more ice by volume in the upper 5 m of the sec- 
tion (Sellmann, et al., 1975). This ice does not necessarily conform to bedding planes 
in stratified sections. Thus, where preserved since the East glacial transgression, the ice 
resuIts in discontinuous or irregular acoustic reflectors where good stratification may 
actually have existed. 

2) Where glacial regression results in the disappearance of the ice in sediments, thaw 
collapse, s m d  scale slumping, and sediment deformation may result. 

3) Transgressive beach sedimentation, during periods of glacial regression, may replaee 
the ice within ice wedges with sand and gravel, In this case, the basal transgressive 
unit will not be a distinct and continuous unit separating pre-transgressive sediments 
from postrtransgressive ones. 

4) The growth pmess of massive ice results in sediment deformation (eryoturbstion). 
Thus the sedimenh expased in coastal bIu% 2 rn to 7 rn high in the area generally 
appear unstrati fied or exhibit small scale crenulahd folding. 

5) The processes of formation of strudel scour craters to a sub-sedoor depth of 8 m to 
7 m, and rapid filling of such craters (Reimnitz and Kemperna, 1983), result in depe 
sits at modern delta fronts consisting Iargely of strudel scour fill. These steep sided 
sediment pockets can not be resolred with presently available seismic reflection tech- 
niques. 

fl) Slow deposition on a jagged shelf surface that has been rapidly reworked by ice 
gouging (Reimnitz and Barnes, 1974; Barnes and others, 1984) results in the formation 
of complex, interfingering shoestring-shaped deposits (Reimnitz and Barnes, 1981). 
The resulting sediment package appears unstratified in seismic reflection profilw. 

7) The presence of permafrost itself, whether partly or Mly ice bonded, results in large 
sound velocity inhomogeneities within the section. A non-homogeneous velocity struc- 
ture adds further complexities Ito the seismic stratigraphy. In the Canadian part of the 
Beaufort Sea, work with high resolution profiles has led to the concept of acousticalEy 
defined permafmt with its own, sporadic reflectors of several types (0 'Connor, 1981). 



8) Gas charged sediments are widespread in the study area ( Harding-Lawson Assoc., 
1979). Essentially vertically bonded non-stratified acoustic anomalies are produced 
(Boucher and others, 1981). 

BACKGROUND JNFOIMATION 

The h t  studies of the inner shelf stratigraphy in the study area were those reported on by 
Reimnitz and others (1972), who used interpretion of mini-sparker data to  map the depth to the 
base of Holocene marine sediments and several underlying reflectors. Although they suspected the 
presence of oflshore permafrost in certain shallow areas, their data did not confirm it. Since then 
more than. 25 widely spmed boreholes have been drilled and numerous probe penetrations were 
made in the study area, mainly to study offshore permafrost (Harding-Lawson Associates, 1979; 
Osterkamp and Harrison, 1976, 1982; Osterkamp and Payne, 1981; Miller and Bruggers, 1980; 
Blouin and others, 1979; Harrison and Osterkamp, 1981; Sellman and Chamberlain, 1979). The 
information so obtained was extended considerably by the analyses of seismic data (Boucher and 
others, 1981; Neave and Sellman, 1982, 1983, 1984; Morack and Rogers, 1982, 1984; Rogers and 
Morack, 1980). From these studies we know that ice bonded permdmt  is widespread within 5 to 
10 meters or more of the seafloor. But this permafrost is patchy, and the depth to the top of ice 
bonded materials very irregdar. In thick deposits of sand and gravel ofS Prudhoe Bay the top of 
ice bonded sediments drops sharply to 100 rn or more. This feature has been interpreted as a 
major paleevalley emerging from Prudhoe Bay and turning west out of Stef-n Sound. (Hop 
kins and others, 1979). An area of scattered boulders with prolific kelp growth was mapped from 
geophysical data, cores, surface samples, and diving off the Sagavanirktok River (Reimnitz and 
Ross, 1979). Beyond some speculation on the existence of three major pal-valleys, one east of 
Flaxman bland, one between the Maguire and Stockton Island, and one off Prudhoe Bay (Hopkins 
and others, 19793, no stratigraphic interpretation of the borehole data has been published to  date. 
While all inner shelf data, including a recent study of sediment geotechnical properties (Lee and 
Winters, in press), indicate a thin and patchy caves of Holocene marine sediments, a thick wedge 
of such Holocene materials has been defined on the central and outer shelf (Dinter, 1982). 

Seismic work by the USGS in this area began in 1970, u t i l i~hg  an ORE towed vehicle %ran* 
ducer system operating at 3.5 kHz. Data were poor, probably as a result of a combination of fac- 
tors, such as, poor sediment response, poor equipment performance, and poor environmental con- 
ditions. In 1911 the 12 rn R/V LOON, the first U.S. Geological Survey arctic vessel, began 
operating in the area using a 500 joule minisparker with an electrode designed by the first author. 
Data were recorded on a Gifft Model 4000 graphic recorder. The receiver consisted of a Teledyne 
mdlel 20 high-resolution hydrostreamer and preamplifier, and a Khronhite passive filter. Data in 
most cases were acceptable to marginal. Degraded records were often due to marginal sea states 
for high-resolution profiling, but in particular due to the fine to coarse grained sediments with 
minimal internal reflectors. Much of the work occurred in shallow water and, therefore, produced 
multiples which obscured the actud data. A Simrad recorder provided bathymetric data. The 
acquired data resulted in a report on the s h c i a l  stratigraphy of the region between Tigvariak 
lsland and the ColviIle Delta (Reimnitz and others, 1972). The 1972 operating season utilized the 
same fathometer, but replaced the sparker with an EG&G Model 230 Unibmm and an EG&G 
Model 265 Hydrostreamer. We also added an EG&G Model 259, 100 kHz side-scan sonar to  
record seafloor imagery, Seismic records were greatly improved in resolution, but with some loss 
of penetration. The side-scan sonar w w  bwed from the bow of the boat off an "A" frame, rather 
than o£f the stern, as the vessel commonly sumeyed in very shallow water (Im). This towing 
arrangement also facilitated the towing of other equipment off the n a m w  stern. Side-scan data, 
even in. very shallow water, were excellent. Additionally, an ED0 M d e l  324, 12 kHz transducer 
was mounted on the Uniboom catamaran to supplement bathymetric as well as some sub-bottom 
data in 1972. This bathymetry was recorded on a GiBt 4000 graphic recorder and the seismic 
data on an EPC 4200 graphic recorder. The 1973 field s e w n  operated with the same equipment 



as in 1972 with the exception of the 12 H z  transducer, and the addition of a second boomer plate 
to the Uniboom catamaran. This addition resulted in insignificant improvements of penetration 
and signal to noise ratio, and therefore was discontinued in succeeding fieid eflort9. 

In 1975 the R/V LOON was replaced by the newly constructed 13 m R p  KARLUK. No 
data were taken in this area  during the 1974 field season. Aboard the KARLUK , the surveys 
from 1975 through 1982 were accompIished utilizing the Unibmm and side-scan sonar systems, 
and occasionally a sparker for site-specidic studies. Additionally, a Raytheon RTT 1000, sub 
bottom pmfiting system was added to the instrumentation in 1975. This system operates at 3,5, 
7.0 and 200 kHz. Most data were taken at 7 and 200 kHz. A Del Node Model 502 seismic 
ampIXer and 12-20 hydrostreamer provided improved seismic data quality during this period. An 
EPC 3200 dual channel graphic recorder replaced the EPC 4100 in 1982. New program require- 
ments and state of the art equipment development brought about instrumentation changes in 
1983. The EG&G side-scan sonar system was replaced with a Klein Hydroscam system, consisting 
of a 531T, three-channel tape-compatible recorder, 1 0  kHz and 500 kHz side-scan sunam, and a 
combined sub-bottom (3.5 kHz) and micro profiler (500 kHz) attachment. Expansion of 
microprofiler data and recording of 7 kHz data were accomplished with the use of an EPC 1600 
graphic recorder. The Uniboom was replaeed by an ORE Model 5810A (Geopulse) sound source. 
Seismic data were tape recorded analog through a TSS Mode1 307 W G  amplifier for processing of 
the data, such as removal of sea swell distortion and stacking. The Mein 500 kHz sideacaa sonar 
improved the resolution of seafloor images, but at the expense of range capability compamd to the 
100 ItHz system. Bathymetric detail was greatly improved with the microprofiler, as wtw sub 
bottom penetration with the 3.5 kHz transducer, 

In general terms, data acquisition can be divided into groups of instrumentation as follows: 

I. Seismic data 

a. EG&G minisparker 
b. EG&C Uniboom 
c. ORE (Geopulse) 
d. RTT 1000 at 7 kHz 

2. Seafloor imagery 

a. EG&G side-scan sonar (100 kHz) 
b. Klein Hydmscan (100 and 500 We) 

3. Bathymatric data 

a. Simrad recording fathometer (38 We) 
b. ED0 (12 kHz) 
c. RTT 1000, (200 kHz) 
d. KIein Hydroscan, (100/500 kHz, 3.5 kHz) 

EQUIPMENT C ~ C E R I S T I C S  A N D  DATA QUfiI'IY 

Typically minisparkers operate at a dominant frequency of approximately 500 Hz within a 
filter bandpas of 350-900 131;. The first I m to 2 m of sub-bottom data are lost due to the pulse 
length and reverberation of the outgoing signal. Penetration depths of 100 m and more can gem 
erally be achieved with resolution on the order of 1 m to 1.5 m. The dominant frequency of the 
Uniboom is about 2.5 H s ,  with most data recorded between 900 and 2000 Hz. Typically the first 
.5 rn to 1 m of subbottom is lost, expected penetration depths of 50 m to 100 m and resolution 
better than .5 m are appropriate for the uniboorn. The ORE Geopulse System has a broader 
dominant frequency, dependent on power output, but lies generaIEy between 2 and 7 kHz. Tests 



show that the ORlE system has a higher output signal level, a higher frequency content, and can 
achieve better penetration and resolution than the Uniboom. The better performance of the ORE 
system in the Beaufort Sea may also be partly due to the common occurrence of sand and gravel, 
materials in which the ORF, gives superior performance. Bandpass filter settings of 1-3 kHz are 
commonly used. Test runs by the first author have shown that by carrying two uniboom transduc- 
ers on the same catamaran and pulsing both simultaneously, signal level outputs and braad fre- 
quency spectrum similar to those of the Geopulse system can be achieved. However, on small 
vessels where space is limited, this technique becomes impractical. 

Quality of seismic data acquired is also dependent on towing configuration and technique for 
the source and receiver. ]En the case of small vessel operations, the source and receiver are towed 
on opposite sides of the vessel with the hydrophone (receiver) streaming as close to the sea surface 
as possible. The latter should be short hauled in shallow water and farther fmm the source in 
deep water. Degradation of the data often results from rough seas which causes "acoustic noisen, 
from improper towing arrangements, and from inexperience of technic a1 personnel. For example, 
&owing the hydrostreamer tm far behind the vessel in shallow water leads to incorrect water 
depth measurements and placement of multiples on the record. This can make analyses of the 
records very dificult and reduce the confidence of the interpretation. Quality of the seismic data 
acquired over the past thirteen years, in this area, has been degraded periodically due to a combi- 
nation of the preceding causes. Additionally, the data have been degraded more often than not 
by poor sediment responsiveness to acoustic profiling. Overall, the data are acceptable to margi- 
nal, making interpretation and correlation di ficult . Level of confident e in interpretation is good 
between Flaxman and Tigvariak Islands but decreases to questionable north of Prudhoe Bay, 
largely due to poor profiling conditions in that area. As will be seen later, that area has presented 
problems in preliminary interpretations of seismic data. The sufical layer of most Holocene sedi- 
ment does not thicken eastward from Prudhoe Bay into Stefrmsson Sound, as emneously interc 
preted by Reimnite and others (1972), but rather thins to xem over the area of the Boulder Patch 
(Reimnitz and Ross, 1970). 

Bathymetric and side-scan sonar data are good to excellent, and already have been used 
extensively for other program objectives. 

A compilation of all track charts for the 13-year period is shown in Figures 2, 3, and 4 
revealing a pattern which appears only partially systematic. However, for the purposes of the 
present investigation, the line spacing and orientation are adequate. Profiles used to measure 
depths to different seismic horizons in the study area are labeled with the line number and year 
on each of the Figures. Almost all of the data recorded along the remaining lines were viewed 
and used as guides to ensure that our regional correlation of major seismic horizons is correct. A 
complete listing of seismic lines from 1971 through 1982, including the time of operation of the 
different geophysical survey equipment and the data roll numbers, is given in the APPENDIX. 

The primary reason for the apparently random line pat tern is that field work objectives 
and priorities varied from one year to another, as did the sea ice distribution. The latter is a  fa^- 
tor that commonly dictates where and how a particular line can be run. Furthermore, seismic 
profiles represent only a fraction of the data gathered. Often specific study topics were pursued, 
involving such additional techniques as underwater photography and video recording, diving 
operations, sediment and water sampling, coring, ice gouge studies and repetitive surveys of cer- 
tain lines with side scan and 7 kHz equipment. Furthermore, many tracklines simply represent 
transit lines from one study site to another, on which only bathymetric data were taken. These 
factors have resulted in overlapping cwerage with minisparker, Uniboom or Geopulse data in cer- 
tain areas. For example, in 1979 Wniboom and minisparker lines were specifically placed over each 
of the 20 HLA boreholes drilled during the preceeding winter for the purpose of tying each hole to 
the seismic survey net. This use of different survey tools from one line to mother, and the low 









data quality in many places, made correlation between the 20 boreholes a long and difficult p m  
ject. Lithologic and paleontologic data from the boreholes show a wide variety of sediments and 
sediment sequences. Prior to the seismic data interpretation, correlation of boreholes was tenuous 
at best, but a combination of stratigraphic, lithologic, paleontologic, and seismic studies has led to 
reasonable success in delineating the shallow Pleistocene and Holocene geology throughout most 
of the area. 

SEISMIC DATA ANALYSIS AND FESULTS 

Description of Acoustic Reflectors 

Eleven seismic profiles, representive of data From the region between Flaxman and Tigvariak 
Islands are lettered and keyed to  Figure 2. The discussion of these samples will serve to introduce 
the different acoustic surfaces recognized, their characteristics, overall relationships to each other, 
and their spatial distribution. Seismic sections w e t  of Tigvariak Island are not shown as the data 
are of poor quality, and the regional, seismic stratigraphy is relatively flat lying. 

Excluding a very shallow horizon at the base of modem sediment accumulation, we 
identified seven distinct reflectors, and numbered them 1 through 7. The oldest is number 1. No 
single profile shows all seven major surfaces as strong reflectors. The key to assigning numbers to 
these reflectors with a high degree of confidence is a combination of a) traceability from m e  line 
to  another, b) assumption of an orderly sequence where a particular reflector is not traceable over 
a long distance, and c) recognition of a strongly developed layer cake stratigraphic model that 
lacks complexities produced by faulting, tectonic deformation, or interaction of strongly different 
sediment regimes. 

Reflectors 3, 4, and 7 can be traced east-west throughout much of the area, but number 7 
occurs only seaward of the barrier islands. It top laps into the present seafloor, dips offshore, and 
is most likely overlain by additional younger reflectors on the outer shelf beyond the area of our 
data. Within the lagoons we can trace a shallow reflector, which stratigraphically seems to overlie 
7, through the entire region. Because it is so shdlow, this surface is trateable only with the 7 k H z  
records supplemented in places with uniboom where the surface is more than 1 m to 1.5 m below 
sea floor. 

On a regional basis, reflectors 3, 4 and 7 are generally flat lying, where= intermediate 
reflectors have slight NE dips, Seaward of the island chain in the central part of the study area, 
these intermediate reflectors steepen significantly. 

Seismic Section A. 

This profile (Fig. 5) illustrates surfaces 3 and 4, both with approximately the same 
reflectivity. Surface 4 is flat lying and conformable to sediments above and below. Surface 3 is 
overlain by conformable sediments, but truncates a channel-like depression below. On the IeA 
side of the profile is a seafloor feature that appears to be a shoal with the steep side to  the south. 
The seafloor on either side of the feature can be traced as a nearly horizontal datum. The orienta- 
tion of the feature is not known, but it is in a11 respects, including the water depths of surround- 
ing terrain, so similar to shoals of the stamukhi zone (Reimnitz and Maurer, 1978; Reimnite and 
others 1978; Reimnitx and Kempema, 19841, that we interpret the feature as a shore-parallel shoal 
constructed since the last transgression, and migrating southwestward, Based on acoustic 
reflectivity, sediments between the sea floor and surface 4 and between 4 and 3 appear to  be simi- 
lar in lithology, and may be sand and silt interbeds. 





Seismic Section B. 

This profile (Fig. 6) depicts refi ectors 2 and 7 in addition to 3 and 4. All f u r  reflectors are 
generally conformable to each other. Sediments below 2 and between 3 and 4 appear ta be irregu- 
larly stratified, with a slight seaward dip. Internal bedding exhibits characteristics of thickening, 
thinning, pinch outs, and channeling. The irregular seafloor is characteristic of an intensely ice- 
gouged surface, and in some places, the gouging has cut deeply enough to  penetrate surface 7 and 
remove i t  entirely. To the south (left) surface 7 outcrops at bhe seafloor. Surface 3 truncates what 
may be a small cutand-fill channel. Sediments between the major surfaces indicated appear less 
similar in nature and exhibit more varied acoustic reflectivity than thew in Figure 5. This might 
suggest a sediment sequcnce containing occasional gravel and more sand. 

Seismic Section C. 

Seismic section C composes two profiles, C-1 and C-2 in which reflectors 3, 4, and 7 can be 
seen (Fig. 7). In GI, the acoustic reflectivity of sediments sbove surface 4 is so similar to that of 
the sediments below, that it is diflcult to diflercntate. Surface 3 in places is much stronger than 
i t  appears laterally. This discontinuous character might be assumed to result from lithologic sirni- 
I&tw of the sedimentary facies above and below, and, therefore, the acoustic impedance of the 
surface is markedly reduced locally. Below this surface, pinch outs and channeling can be 
observed as in Figurc 5. Sediments between 3 and 4, on the basis of acoustic seflcctivity, appear 
to grade upward from sands to interbeds of sand and fine-grained materiala. Surface 7 is buried 
sufiiciently dcep below ice gouge incision depth to escape reworking. It deepens to the south 
(left). 

In profile C-2, surface 7 is very shallow, weak, and discontinuous. It has been severely des- 
troyed by ice gouging, which suggests that the present seafloor in this part of the onshore region 
of the area has undergone and is undergoing mechanical reworking. Also, d e p i t i o n  of sediments 
is not occurring, and the shelf surface may be undergoing emion. The unit between 3 and 4 
shows better seismic stratification in the Upper part, suggesting that the sediments may be fming 
upward as in GI. However, it should be noted that the upper sediments dip seaward and top lap 
into reflector 4. Surface 3 is even more disc~ntinuous than in Gl and most likely for the same 
reasons. 

Reflectors 3 and 4 can be traced westward through the area for which we show no samples 
to the region off Prudhoe Bay. Reflectors are generally flat lying and have similar characteristics 
as the examples shown in Figures 5 - 7. However, the two reflectors rarely truncate channels in 
the western part of the the study area except for an area NE of the Sagavanirktok River where 
channeling again is observed a t  similar distances seaward of the island chain. 

Seismic Section D. 

Two additional reflectors, 1 and 6; can be observed on section D (Fig. 8). Reflector 1 is con- 
formable to surfaces 2, 3, and 4 but has a slight seaward dip. This is the deepest reflector 
observed throughout the area and was observed only on this seismic trackline. It is important to 
note that the entire stratigraphic sequence from reflector 1 ta the sea floor exhibits relatively flat 
lying b slightly seaward dipping unih and are genedly conformable to each other. Surface 6, 
although difficult to impossible to see in some regions, dowdaps onto 4 farther to the north. On 
many seismic profile crossings, surface 6i apparently top laps or crops out to the south at the junc- 
ture d the smooth and heavily gouged seaflmr, as seen in this profile. Few profiles shew surface 
6 extending landward beyond the heavily gouged area and cropping out under the smooth floor, 
When viewed with side scan sonar, gouges are seen south of the juncture between smooth and 
jagged seafloor (Barnes and Asbury, in press). This pronounced boundary has been noted in 
nurnemus publications and has been described as the "18 meter bench" (l3arna and Reimnitz, 
1974; Reimnitx and Bames, 1974; Reimnitz and others, 1978; Barnes and othen, 19% Reimnitz 



FIGURE 7 .  Seismic  profile taken i n  30 m water depth n o r t h  o f  t he  Maguire Islands.  



FIGURE 8. Seismic profil P taken i n  approximately 20 m water depth n o r t h  of Flaxman I s l a n d .  

FIGURE 9. S e i s m i c  profile taken i n  approx imate ly  10 rn water depth a t  the  eas te rn  margin o f  t he  area. 



and Kempema, 19&4), but a total understmding of its nature, or origin still is lacking. 

As is the case with remnants ot surfme 7, the 2 m to 3 m relief between the smooth seafloor 
surface and the gouged areas may also represent a combination of mechanical destruction of the 
sediments by gouging and removal of sediments by currents. In essence the "18 meter benchR is 
slowly retreating shareward as intense gouging continues. Sediments below surface 3 and 4 show 
evidence of pinch-outs and channeling. 

Seismic Section E. 

Surface 5 can be observed on section E (Fig. 9). Thii surface has a hummocky, irregular 
appearance. TKi characteristic is best seen on the 7 kHz subbottom profiler data. Other pmfiles 
show 5 bottom lapping offshore onto 4, and it generally crops out at the sea floor near the barrier 
idmds. Analysis of the 7 HIz records shows the surface to have relief of 2-4 meters, with peak- 
b p e a k  distances of 20 to 40 meters. En Figure 9, and ehewhere near the barrier islands, reflector 
5 is the first reflector below the sea floor. This stratigraphic postion suggests a possible basal 
transgressive origin and a Holocene age for the overlying sediments. IIowwer, due to its top- and 
bottom-lapping nature, the overall geometry d e s  out a n  early Holmene age. Surface 4 is dificult 
to see in Figure 9, primarily due to interference by mafloor and underlying multiples. Surface 3 is 
very pronounced and can be wen to rise slowly to the south, somewhat independent of the present 
sea floor gradient. Sediments between 5 arid what we interpret as 4 have slight seaward dips 
toward the muth end of the seismic profile. 

Seismic Section F. 

This prwfde (Fig. 10) passa directIy over borehole 18 and illustrates surface 5 and 3. In Fig- 
ure 9, and other p d i e s ,  surface 3 gradually rises to the south and passes under the shoal region 
surrounding Flaxman Island, unaffected by the stratigraphy and seafloor morphology above. This 
lack of relationship to the present islaud chain is characteristic for b t h  surfaces 3 and 4 
throughout much of the study area. Surface 5 cmps out at the seafloor bctwcen borehole 18 and 
Flaxman ]Island, and dips in a seawmd direction. Also in Figure 9, the internal stratification of 
the unit between 41 and 5 dip seaward near the island. The internal structures allso are very irreg- 
ular, suggesting disntption by such processes as mass wasting, slumping, or sIiding during d c p i -  
tion, particularly at the base d the unit. The seaward dip of this unit seen in Figure 10 is 
characteristic lor unita s e w  in other seismic profiles as far west as the Stuckton Islands (Figure 
11). 

Seismic Section G. 

SurFaee 4 is clearly defined on profile G-l seaward of the p i n t  where it is obscured by mul- 
tiples, and less well defined on profile G-2 (Fig. II), an example From a still more westerly region. 
The bedded, and seaward dipping sedimentary sequence above 4 is truncated at the sea flocrr. This 
is analogous to the setting off Flaxman I s l a d  shown in Figure 10. 

Seismic Section H. 

Cut-and-fill channels can be observed on many seismic profiles in the vichity of the island 
chain. These old channels all have been filled by sediment in transit on the inner shelf, thereby 
smoothing over thc originally rough seafloor. Section H-1 (Fig. 12) is a profile across the shallow 
water region in the western half of the island chain. Multiple sequences of cut-and-fill c h n e k  
cam be seen. The smaller, narrow features could be tributary channels feeding inta a larger sy* 
km. This sequence has been truncated, the channels filled, and a very thin younger sequence was 
deposited on top. The relief of the erosional surface is quite varied and suggests incomplete pla- 
nation before a following transgression deposited new sediment. Profile K2 (Fig. 12) is another 
example, a transverse section across one of the larger channels, in which borehole 19 was sited 





FIGURE 11, Seismic profiles taken on t h e  seaward edge of t h e  b a r r i e r  i s l a n d  s h e l f  (Gl, nor th  of Maguire 
I s l a n d ;  G2, north of Stockton Islands), 





(Fig. 2). As in profile H-t (Fig. 521, a shallow erosional surface can be seen east of the channel. 
The seafloor was again ~rnoot~lied by sedinients filling deprmions. An enlargement of the channel 
is shown on section H-3 (Fig. 13). This channel was approximately 12 meters deep and GOO 
meters wide, and seems to trend NESZtr. Successive cutting and filling can be seen, with sedi- 
ment supply originating from the west or sout,h, as indicated by the apparent bedding plane dip 
or channel f i l l .  This fill posibly originated from erosion in the Stocktion Islands area. The rnateri- 
a15 below the uncomformity into whish the channel was cut are nondescript, and may co~lsist d 
sands and gravels intermixed. The knowledge gained from hrehole t 9 provides ground truth for 
seismic records hhthat penetrate similar channel fill in other areas. These combined data were very 
important for the interpretation or the geologic hishry during Quaternary time in the study area.. 

Seismic Section I. 

Seismic profiles crossing the locations of borcholes I6 and 27 (Fig. 2) reveal that these dso 
were inadvertently drilled i n t o  channel fill. The profilc in Figure 14 shows that at the precise 
location or borehole 17, a channeI more than 10 meters deep and 800 meters wide is located. This 
channel, like the one in borel~ole 19, also is positioned between two present day islands. Alt4hough 
less obvious, this channel reflects several periods of cuband-fill prior to smoothing of the present 
surface by movement of recent sediment on the seafloor. In each case, the channel apparently 
maintained its position threug1;h successive transgressions and regressions, spanning considerable 
time. Seismic data do not suggest additional channels north of the subaerial portions of the 
Maquire and Strsckbn Islands. One might speculate that these channels were confined to their 
positions as a result of the presence of the isIands during cutting and Elling. This also suggests 
t,hak the barrier islands are relatively stationary and not moving in time nor constructional in 
nature. 

SlJMMARY OF ACOUSTIC REEFLECTORS 

Seven dist-inct surfaces have been identified on the high resolution seismic records and 
described. The essential features or the seven surfaces are: 

Surface 7: Seen in seaward, deeper region only. Partially destroyed by ice gouging, 
slight, sea,ward dip. 

Surface 6: Central parts or study region, in places downlaps onb  4 ,  top laps at the 
smooth shelf shoreward of the 18 m bench, may in part be equivalent to a 
mechanically Formed surface which represents maximum incision depth or 
ice gouges aver long term as the "18 meter bench" retreats slloreward. 

Surrace 5: Central parts d study region and near the island chain, hummocky relief, 
downlaps seaward onto 4, crops out at or near tlie island chain. 

Surface 4: Erosional surface, relatively fiat in outer regions, rises in attitude near and 
under the isIand chain. 

Surface 3: Same desciipt,ion a+.; surface 4, but deeper. 

Surface 2: Deep reflector in middle and outer portions of eastern area. 

Surface I: Same description as for surrace 2, except that  it lies deeper in the section. 



F I G U R E  13. Seismic profiles taken through a cu t  and f i l l  channel located a t  bo reho le  19 nor th  o f  
S t o c  k ten  Is1 ands .  

FIGURE 14. Seismic profile taken through a c u t  and fi7 1 channel l oca t ed  a t  boreho le  17 n o r t h  o f  Magui re  
Is1 ands. 



AREAI, DISTRIBUTION OF MAJOR SEISMC REFLECTORS AND INTEFlVENING 
SEDJMENT PACKAGES 

Surfacm 1, 2, 6, and 7 

Seismic reflectors 1 and 2 are observed north of Flaxman Island along seismic line 39-79 and 
reflector 2 done on the seawad end of Iine 66-79 north of the Maguire Islands. T h e  significance 
of these reflectors is that when projected southward into the Alaska State A-4. driIl hole on Flax- 
man IsIand they lie within a non-marine sequence of sediments. &, in both areas of occurrence 
these surfaces have a slight seaward dip, suggesting sediment sources in the Brooks Range, 
perhaps in a setting similar to that of the present Canning River Fan onshore. Little else can be 
said about these reflectors, as additional data are lacking. Surfaces 6 and 7 are not significant 
enough to  warrant lengthy discu6;sions of each. However, one shouId keep in mind their strati- 
graphic poisitions relevant to the surfaces discussed below, their seaward dip, and the fact that 
each crops out at the sea floor. 

SufTicient data and seismic line intersections permit contouring of surfaces 3 and 4 and also 
a " pre-Holocene" reflector from Flnxman IsIand to Prudhoe Bay. 

Surface 3 

Figures 15 and 16 define the depth of surface 3, and show the spatial characteristics of sedi- 
ments which overlie the surface. The contours are dashed where questionabIe. There is a dom- 
inant WNW-ESE trend which generally subparallels the present coastline and island chains. The 
hachured area north of Prudhoe Bay and southeastward to Tigvariak TsIand across the Sag* 
vanirktok delta (Fig. 16) represents an area where surface 3 is equal to surface 4. Reflector 3 
probably was removed during the erosiond cycle which formed surface 4 The area defined as PBT 
(Fig. 16) refers to a. region where seismic records exhibit numerous hyperbolies throughout the sec- 
tion. The significance of these hyperbolics, already mapped and discussed by Reimnitx and others 
(1972) is still in question; but the restricted occurrence of the hyperbobs in the area near 
Pmdhoe Bay and the "Sagn delta is rather striking. This pattern may represent a broad topo- 
graphic low that was filled by a sedimentary sequence near the surface and at depth similar to the 
formation of the Prudhm Bay area and the subsequent infiIling of perhaps an ancestral "Sag" 
River channel. This topographic low would be a much broader feature than the Paleo Vdley pos- 
tulated by Hopkins to exit from the present Prudhoe Bay and turning westward away from the 
present "Sag" Delta (Hopkins and others, 1979). Some hyperbolics have also been observed on 
seismic records around Cross Island to the northeast. 

The NESW trend of surface 3 contour lines (Fig. 15, 16) may suggest the past existence of 
a broad flood plain of which the old "Sag" River was a part. Insufficient data exist to substan- 
tiate coexistence of an oId channel, thus the existence of a low relief flood plain is more appropri- 
ate. The convex curvature of the contours north of the Canning fan-delta is also striking. The 
gradient of that surface steepens as it nears the coast and suggests that surface 3 may crop out 
south of the shoreline on the present Canning River fan. Two embayrnents with NESW linear 
trends can be observed on surface 3, one through borehole 17 (Fig. 15) north of the Maguire 
klands and the other north of the McClure Islands near borehole 12 (Fig. 16). These embayrnents 
may mark an old Canning River drainage in the former case and oId "Sagn River drainage in the 
latter. But the relief across the features is only four mekm, and their side slopes are gentle. 

The configuration of surface 3 suggests that these two major river systems may have played 
a part in forming the erosional unconfomity during a period of lowered sea leveI. As transgres 
sian resumed, sediments were apparently distributed more or less conformably to surface 3 over 
the area. However, dips of 8 a d  13 minutes can be observed in the outer region between the two 
embayrnents previousIy mentioned. These dips suggest that deposition may have k t  occurred in 
this area during the first stages of transgression followed by wider distribution as topographic 







irregularities were reduced. The cutrand-fill channels in the central region probably were cut at 
the close of this depositional transgression and at the initiation of the next emional cycle, which 
led to the formation of surface 4. 

Data from the West Mikkehen Unit 2 drill hole on Tigvariak Island show lmse gravel, 
sands, and conglomerates of non-marine origin below surface 3. Borehole 15 (Fig. 15) also shows 
sand and gravel of a non-marine origin below surface 3 in conjunction with fresh water fossils and 
gravel in the sediments above surface 3 and below surface 4 (Peggy Smith, Oral Commun. 1984). 
Alaska State A-l drillhole on Flaxman bland also shows the non-marine characteristics of the sed- 
iments below surface 3. The presence of (marine?) shell fragments near surface 3 suggests close 
proximity to a beach-like environment. Seaward in borehole 18 (Fig. 15), nearshore and beach 
sediments are indicated above and below surface 3 (Peggy Smith, Oral Commun. 1984). These 
data suggest that an ancestral shoreline lay somewhat north of the present shoreline at the time 
of initiation of surface 3. Using a sound velocity of 1600 m/sec for the sediments penetrated 
acoustically, approximately 1@25 meters of sediment remain between surfaces 4 and 3 in the 
outer central region, little ta none near Prudhoe Bay and approximately 10 m along the 
Flaxman-Maquire Island chain. 

Surface 4 

The depth to  surface 4 is contoured in Figures 17 and 18, dashed where the surface cannot 
be clearly seen on the seismic profiles as was the case with surface 3 contours. Those of surface 4 
strikes WNW-ESE, and have a gentle offshore slope. The previously existing embayment north of 
the McClure Islands is no longer evident. The embayment north of the Maquire Islands still 
existed st the time of surface 4 ermion; but the present embayment is somewhat larger than its 
predecessor and has shifted somewhat west of its previous position. This suggest that the old 
Canning River continued to  play a role throughout the depositional cycle between surfaces 3 and 
4 and was an active agent in forming surface 4 topography. We see no evidence for the existence 
of an old "Sag" River at this time. A topographic high now exists north of Flaxman Island, where 
underlying surface 3 had only slight topographic irregularities. 

The convex curvature of the conburs nearest the coastline of the Canning fan-delta is again 
evident. Surface 4 is at or near the sea floor near Prudhoe Bay and like surfme 3, may crop out 
south of the coastline on the modern Canning River fan. North and west of Tigvariak Island, 
sediments overlying surface 4 are conformable, are relatively flat lying, and have a slight seaward 
dip. A region of cut-and-fill channels and more steeply dipping internal strata than noted above 
surface 3 exist along the island chain between Stockton and Flaxman Islands (Fig. 17). Direction 
of dips suggest a creaulated, prograding delta front cut by small channels. This delta-like subsur- 
face feature is clearly related to  the present Canning River fan-delta. The 35 to 45 minute dips 
are, in fa&, in agreement with dips characteristic of classic low-latitude "delta front sedimentsn of 
other delta systems (Coleman and Prior, 1980). They are, however, much steeper than those of 
modern Arctic deltas. The position of channels near the modern Canning River suggests that an 
old Canning River played an active role in the progradation of the postdated delta across e m  
sional surface 4. The orientation of small channels between the Stockton and McClure Islands 
suggest increased activity of the Shaviovik River, south of Tigvariak bland, during the same 
time. Most of the larger channels, including those along a NEward extension from the "Sag" 
delta exhibit repeated cycles of cutting and filling. These data suggest that the old Canning and 
"Sag" Rivers have been maintaining positions throughout the depositionallerosional cycles from 
pre-surface 3 to posfsurface 4 time. 

Our interpretation also suggests that following surface 3 time, both the old Canning and old 
"Sag" Rivers hare shifted eastward to new pit ions  as indicated on figures 17 and 18. Currently 
available data indicate that dl channels are located on the seaward side of the present islands, 
between groups of islands, or between islands within a gmup. 'The present island chain and asm 
ciated zone of shod water extending as an almost continuous ridge from Flaxman bland to Cross 
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FIGURE 18. Map showing contours drawn on surface 4 between Prudhoe Day and T i g v a r i a k  Island. 
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Island marks a major break in the underlying stratigraphy. Landward of this ridge are flat lying 
strata, whereas offshore strata dip seaward, implying progradation. The overall geometry is simi- 
lar to that of a classical delta sequence with topset and foreset beds. The channels in this 
sequence mark the positions of river distributaries along the delta front. 

Borehole data indicate that most sediments between surfaces 3 and 4 are of marine origin 
(Peggy Smith, Oral Commun., 1984) suggesting that deposition of these sediments was in a 
predominantly subaqueous shallow water environment. The position of the shoreline at that time 
is somewhat in doubt, but areas of subaerial depositon most likely existed along the island chains 
and southward. Sediments seaward of the delta front have slight seaward dips which are cornpar- 
able to those of pmdelta sediments in other delta systems. Overall, sedimentation in the "Sagn 
River region was relatively slow and quiet during the period when active deltaic progradation was 
occurring off the Canning River fan-delta. Although sediments are sand size and h e r ,  boulders 
have been found in the Flaxman Formation in coastal blufls from Prudhoe Bay to the Canning 
River, in adjaeent shallow water regions, and in an area defined as the "Boulder Patch" (Reimnitz 
and Ross, 1979). This Boulder Patch covers extensive areas off the "Sagn River delta between 
Cross and the McClure Islands, suggesting that these boulders were introduced into this area by 
ice rafting during accumulation of the fine-grained marine sediments and became incorporated in 
the sediments as the ice melted. 

The location of the Boulder Patch suggests that a shallow open embayment existed during 
that time, thus allowing ice to enter and become stranded. The islands and parts of the coastline 
acted as obstacles to penetration of ice into the upper reaches of the then existent delta system. 
Ice grounding and darning may also account for the fixed positions of some cut-and-fill channels, 
particularly those between islands and island groups. 

Surface 5 

Surface 5 is not a continuous surface similar to surfaces 3 and 4. Offshore it  downlaps onto 
surface 4 and crops out near the island chain. Seven kHz, bommer seismic records and sidescan 
sonographs were obtained dong identical tracks across borehole 20 in two diEerent years (1980 
and 1981). Partial sections of these records were analyzed and compared to learn about the 
nature of the hummocky relief so typical of surface 5 (Wolf and othem, in press). The side-scan 
sonographs made possible the relocation of identical targets on the seafloor and confirmed the 
nearly precise match of the two lines. An example of such targets is shown in Figure 19-1, point B. 
This analysis revealed lateral trackline ofiset of approximately 20 meters. The 7 kHz subbottom 
reflector appears as a very jagged surface with broad highs and lows (Fig. 1S-II). The sawtooth 
pattern h a  an approximate relief of one to three meters and as much as four to five meters when 
measurements on both profiles are combined. However, removal of the 20:l vertical exaggeration 
inherent in these records shows the subbottam surface to represent "swells and swales" of 20 to 
40 meters wavelengths from peak to peak. Superimposing the two profiles, and considering the up 
to 20 m lateral offset between the two records, revealed no clear match of individual peaks and 
troughs. This demonstrates that the hummocky relief is not elongated at right angles to the two 
semi-parallel tracklines. However. this does suggest that broad scale highs and lows with 
wavelengths possibly of hundreds to thousands of metem, and the generd distribution of jagged 
relief, does match. For different reaaons, neither the 7 kHz nor the h o m e r  system permits tracing 
the details of the hummocky surfme to the seafloor. 

Both the boomer and the 7 kHz records (Fig. 19-II) show a transparent, nonreflective sedi- 
ment layer above surface 5. The transparency of the sediment may be a result of intensive mix- 
ing by ice gouging, making the unit entirely homogeneous to  seismic methods. Thus, the 
reflector, like surface 6 farther offshore, may in places represent maximum depth of ice gouging 
nearer shore. This in turn implies that the term "Holocene sediments" may be improper ta use to 
describe the thin sudcial sediment layer that consists of intermixed older Pleistocene materials 
with Holocene fauna in an area believed to nondepositional. 





Certain trends of features on surface 5  me, however, notable. Near the island chain, reflector 
5 crops out at a sharp boundary between heavily gouged sedoor to the north and an irregularly 
rough s e d m r  with scattered boulders and ledge of stiff silty clay to the south. This latter bob 
tom type has been studied with side scan sonar, television, axla direct diving obsewations. The 
outcrop extends landward through the opening between Karluk and Narwhal Islands north of 
Foggy Bay (Fig. 1). A similar type of bottom has been identified by similar techniques in an area 
about 30 km to the east, seaward of Flaxman Island and exhibits the same hummocky reflector. 
North of Elaxman kland, a 7 kHz seismic profile passes directly over borehole 18, whose stratigr* 
phy has been studied (Hartz and others, 1979; Smith, in press). Stratigraphic snd paleontologic 
data from borehole 18 indicate a boundary at the level of reflector 5 ,  with Holocene above and the 
Flaxman Formation below (Wolf and others, in press). The Flaxman Formation is generaIly 
described as a bedded sandy silt and clay unit containing ice rafted boulders up to 3 rn in diame- 
ter (Hopkins and others, 1978). This correlation suggests that reflector 5 may identify the top of 
the Flaxman Formation and the occurrence of seafloor boulders may reflect a non-depmitional, 
perhaps an erosiond surface at the presenfrday seafloor. The boulders, therefore, may represent a 
lag deposit of the Flaxman Formation which lies below and/or a unit that which has already been 
eroded away. 

The more regional morphology of surface 5 may have axlalogs in the present day coastal 
plain and island chains. The broad highs may be buried counterparts of the high areas presently 
seen aa islands and raised areas of the present tundra surface. Inshore E m  some of the islands 
are shallow lagoons. B m d  lows on the profiles perhaps represent similar features offshore. 

The small scale hummocky morphology of reflector 5 could be ascribed to a number of 
causes, as listed below: 

1) The present coastal plain surfaces have similar, although somewhat lower, relief 
features largely related to  the pattern of tundra polygons in permafrmt. At times 
when the advancing sea of the last transgression moved across the coastal plain 
rapidly enough to prevent the formation of erosional bids, the underlying surface 
may have been buried by the younger sediment and preserved. Because of the 
different scales of the two relief types, but mainly because of the destructive action of 
ice keels plowing inm the sea, floor, we discard this theory as a cause, 

2) The reflector could represent a modified former onshore tundra surface as it would 
appeaer after thaw collapse of massive ice, particularly ice wedges, that occur in the 
upper 5 m of coastal plain deposits. We discard this theory as a cause mainly because 
the spacing is not right, and because our analysis indicates the depressions are not 
h e a r  feakures. 

3) The reflector could represent an erosional surface with cutand-fill features, such as 
incised delta front channels. We discard this theory as a cause because the scde of the 
relief is too small. 

4) The surface could represent the former land surface modified by ice gouging (Reim- 
nitz and Barnes, 1974; Barnes and others, 1984). However, as in 2 above, the features 
are not linear, and the features under question are too large. 

5) The relief in surface 5 could represent the effects of strudel scour in a deltaic 
environment (Reimnitz and Kempema, 1983) during the last transgression. We do not 
favor this interpretation becauae such a process generates only depressions and could 
not account for the peaks seen in the relief on the 7kHa record (Fig. 19-II). 

8 )  The relief may not be related to a stratigraphic unit but to  a gas boundary within 
the section, or to sound velocity inhomogeneities in the transition zone between non- 



bonded sdc ia l  sediments and ice bonded underlying sediments, Elevation changes in 
the top of the bonded permafrost over short distances have been reported from the 
Canadian Beaufort SheIf, but we do not have enough information to properIy evaluate 
this possibility. 

At this stage of the anaIysis, we are as yet unprepared ta ascribe a cause for the hummocky 
reIief, but it does appear that this regional reflector may be one of many reflectors which are part 
of the large subsurface old Canning delta described earlier. T'here are suficient data to suggest 
that the present seafloor is an erosional surface. Thus, parts of the topset units above surfaces 5 
and (6) are most likely missing from the section due to erosional processes still operating. 

As outlined above, surface 5 crops out dong the seaward margin of the island chain. From 
this point of outcrop to the isIands themeIves, we have not seen other shallow reflectors that 
would indicate the idands are constructional features on top of an older surface. This suggests to 
us that not only Flaxman, but aIso Mtlguire, Stockton, McCIure, and possibly even Cross Islands 
are remnant highs of a once very broad, fluvial plain or larger deltaic system consisting of the 
Canning and "Sag" Rivers as the major sources of sediment supply. Ongoing destruction of 
these islands will eventudIy lead tu the formation of shoals and small "moving islands" such as 
Dinkurn Sands and Reindeer Island. Tigvariak and Flaxman kIands on the east end of the chain 
are the least advanced in this cycle, whereas Reindeer Island, north of Plvdhae Bay at the west 
end of the island chain is the oldest and most nearIy destroyed. Many of the islands between the 
ends of the chain have curved spits and other beach-nearshore features which are concentrations 
of sands and gravels resulting from erosion of the island cores. As discussed earlier, there are 
many large and small buried channels with histories of cutting and filling along the island chain, 
some cut as deeply as 15 m. n u s ,  the channels hare remained in place for extended periods of 
time and their positions may in fact be due to confinement by the islands. 

Surface 5? - Lagoonal Areas 

Shoreward of the island chain mother surface, about as shallow below the seafloor as 
reflector 5 can be widely traced on the 7 kHz records, Although this surface may not be 
equivalent to surface 5 seaward of the isIand chain, for discussionary purposes, i t  will be refer- 
enced to as surface 5? Lagmnal Areas. Figures 20 and 21 are isopach or maps of the overburden 
thickness contoured from the 7 kRx data inshore of the island chain. These figures also show the 
locations and incision depths of buried channels. Surface 5 was selected on the basis of being the 
deepest, most continuous and acousticaIly strongest reflector on the 7 kHz records. Many less 
obvious, discontinuous reflectors, some of which crop out at the s e d m r  are seen above this sur- 
face. In those areas where borings are available, the isopached surface for the most part, matches 
with the base of Holocene marine aedimenfs. This trend combined with a variety of background 
information from the area (see for example the section titled, Sea Floor Characteristics) gives us 
considerable confidence that the sediments isopached in figures 20 and 21 are I-foIocene marine 
sediments, The pattern suggests a possible connection between the presumably erosional surface 
along the island chain and the buried channels. This correlation may be further evidence that the 
pdeogeography of the region was rather similar to  the present codguration of the island chain 
and lagoons, and that the location of the island chain marks a topographic ridge made up of older 
fluvial or deltaic deposits. Between Flaxman and Tigvmiak Mands (Fig. 20), the isopach pattern 
shows a convex trend very similar to that of surfaces 3 and 4. Westward toward Prudhoe Bay 
(Fig. 21), the Holocene sediments are thinnest. That area may have been too shallow for sediment 
accumulation during the time when deposition predominated in the eastern part of the area. 
Areally restricted accumulations occur onIy IocaUy between Reindeer and Cross IsIands and NW 
of Tigvariak Island a t  borehole 14 (Fig. 1). Slightly Landward of the Reindeer-Argo Island topo- 
graphic ridge, and parallel to it, is what appears to be a buried remnant of an older island. Inter- 
nal structures of that feature consist of steep foreset bedding dipping south, implying southward 
migration during the island's last stages. Data are sketchy, but we believe that this feature is not 
part of the Holocene marine section but lies below it. The base of the Holocene(?) section shows 
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up as a rather widespread, flat reflector, 8 to 10 m bdow the top of Reindeer bland. The reflector 
extends to Argo Island and beyond. Thus Reindeer Island today is migrating southwestward 
(Reimnitz and Kernpema, 19821~) over the old island which seems to have migrated in a similar 
direction. The fate of these two islands suggests that the sediment source is to the NE, and that 
during the wasting away of one island, a new island may again be formed, and the cycle will 
repeat itself. Similar to Reindeer and Argo Islands, but possibly different from Cross Island, Din- 
kum Sands to the E of the latter also seems to represent a constructional feature that rests on top 
of a flat reflector that crops out landward at the Boulder Patch. 

The thinning of Holocene sediment from the center of Shfansson Sound toward the delta 
front of the "Sagn River is notable. As pointed out by Reimnitz and others (1979), a Holocene 
lack of delta accretion is an arctic enigma. 3L'his is strongly supported by the isopachs of Holocene 
sediment thicknesses at the "Sag" River delta (Fig. 211, M by the second largest river of the 
Norhh Slope (Reimnits and others, 1979). 

Sea. Floor Characteristics 

Areas without Holocene sediment cover should be marked by outcrops of older sediments 
that possibly difler from modern ones and therefore give the seafloor a different texture. In an 
attempt to verify the isopach maps of Holocene sediment thickness (Figs. 20, 21), we made a 
brief analysis of side-scan sonar records obtained along most of the lines in the eastern half of the 
study area where seismic coverage is available. In the western half of the study area, delineation 
of the Boulder Patch (Reimnitz and R m ,  1979) involved an analysis of all available data to 
define the windom in Holocene sediment cover. The results for the eastern half are discussed here. 

Figure 22 is a composite of d l  side-scan sonar data and illustrates sedoor characteristics 
from Flaxman Island to Tiwariak Island. The line along which reflector 7, present only in the 
seaward part of the study area, terminates at the seafloor is shorn by the heavy line with slashes 
on the seaward side. Seaward of the 10 meter isobath, the seafloor is jagged from ice plowing, but 
shows little evidence of the presence of ledges of overconsolidated sediments. Within the lagoons, 
the flmr is generally smooth, indicative of quiet water deposition and ponding of Holocene sedi- 
ments. The seaward flank of the hpographic ridge underIying the island chain, however, has a 
mottled seafloor with streds and patches due probably to alternating sand and gravel aiccumu32c 
tions. Scattered boulders are recognized near T i w a r i d  and Flaxman Islands, and along the coast 
east of the eastern entrance to Lefingwell Lagoon. The somewhat convex trend of the mottled 
sedoor parallels that of the present coastline, It also coincides with a belt in which we interpret 
the Flaxman Formation to crop out or a zone that reflects a lag deposit of the Flaxman Form% 
tion. 

%e deflection in trend of the mottled seafloor area to the northwest , i.e., north of 
Tigvariak Island, suggests the influence of the Sag delta to the west. The overall trend of outcrop 
ping reflector (7) , of the 10 rn isobath, and the NW-SE trend of ice gouges support the interpre- 
tation that the present seafloor is undergoing mechanical destruction and erosion, and that the 
seaward flank of the topographic ridge marking the island chain is not being spared from destruc- 
tion. Whatever originally formed the lagoons, the Holocene sediments they presently contain can 
only be temporary accumulations to be removed, at least in part, as the sea advances in the 
present erosive cycle. The present seaflaor will become the next surface in the sequence of uncon- 
formities on the inner shelf, above surfaces 3 and 4. 





RELATIONSHIP OF THE CANNING FAN-DELTA TO 
OFFSHORE STFWTIGR4PlW 

To understand the relationship between the offshore seismic stratigraphy and the modern 
Canning fan-delta, we refer to  the topographic map of the latter (Fig. 23). This map shows the 
locations of 5 topographic profiles (Fig. 24) that delineate the fan-delta system. North-south 
profiles A, B, and C delineate the fan-surface from the Brmks Range to the coast, and the slight 
relief northward across the lagoon, island chain, and beyond. Profile ID b a transverse profile 
across the main body of the fan, and Profile E defines the floodplain of the Canning River where 
it exits from the Brooks Range. The subsurface expression of surfaces 3 and 4, angles of dip 
along section, and attitude of intermediate reflecbm are shown below the seafluor. 

The NS protiles of the fan  surface show two pronounced steps or knickpoints, one at about 
7-112 meters and another at 50 meters elevation. Traced on the map (Fig. 23) these two s t e p  
delineate small lobes between the radial channel pattern on the fan surface. Fan growth occurs as 
lobes and channel beds agrade at a site until sufficient elevation is achieved to shift the drainage 
to a lower level area on the fan. Judging from the large overall transverse relief of the fan shown 
by profile D (Fig. 24) when compared to that of individual channels and lobes, these channels 
must have switched back afld forth numerous times during the construction of the fan. The apex 
of the radial channel pattern is approximately at the point where the Canning River emerges from 
the Brooks Range. The regionally convex seaward pattern of the fan contours, as delineated by 
the two heavy lines that mark the knickpoints in figure 23, the arcuate shape of the present-day 
coastline, the positions of the barrier islands and shelves, and the arcuate shape of the subsurface 
stratigraphy d l  seem to be related to  the Canning River as the sediment source. This drainage 
system, therefore, has been active in the same area through several transgressions and regressions 
of the sea. 

The locus of most recent progradation may have been in the very eastern part of Leffllgwell 
Lagoon, where the lower contour in figure 23 defines a major topographic bulge at the Staines 
River. Since Leffingwell Lagoon is sediment starved by an eastward shift of the river into Camden 
Bay, the front of the fan is retreating by coastal erosion at a rate of 1 to more than 4 m/yr 
(Lewellen, 1977). This retreat is revealed by the highly crenulated coastline (Fig. 25) and erosional 
bluffs. The shift into Camden Bay must have occurred long enough in the past to  allow construc- 
tion of a small delta bulge at its present mouth (Fig. 25, Point A). 

The radial stream pattern, shape, and relief of the present Canning Fan-Delta can be best 
observed with LANDSAT imagery (Fig. 25). On this image, the eastern 1/3 of the surface has few 
lakes compared to the western 113. This probably reflects more recent flmd plain development on 
the eastern part of the fan. Also evident are the masses of sea ice which come into contact with 
the island chain and continue to cut into and erode away the Lslmds and associated topographic 
ridges. Although somewhat obscured by thin clouds, a westerly drift of suspended sediment 
emerging from Lefmgwell Lagoon is evident. 

This entire fan-delta system and its relationship to the marine and non-marine environment 
is not uncommon to the coastline of northern Alaska, Figure 26 illustrates a LANDSAT image of 
a series of fan deltas near Demarcation Bay well to the east. Note the head locations of the 
major rivers, the radial distribution and in particular the sediment being trapped in the lagoon 
behind the barrier islands, Small amounts of sediment escaping between the islands is picked up 
by longshore currents and can become attached to the ice which in turn takes it out of the area. 
Perhaps, as is the case with the Canning fan-delta, there are subsurface deltaic sequences here 
also. 

Computer enhancement of L M S A T  data reveals an old rather wide river floodplain on 
the Canning River fan, following a line from the apex toward Flaxman Island, where subsurface 
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reflector 4 was eroded away at some time prior to accumulation of Holocene sediment. These 
data suggest that at a lower stand of sea level, the Canning River incised into the fan-delta, cut 
away at the old erosion surface, and then backfilled as sea level rose. 

Surfaces 1 through 4 all have seaward dips. Fan slopes and features that appear to be delta 
top-set beds in the subsurface from the coast to beyond the island chain have dips varying from 2 
to 13 minutes (Fig. 24). Foreset slopes in the subsurface, and surface slopes near the knickpoint 
have dips of 24 to 38 minutes whereas slopes in the pro-delta sequences offshore are approximately 
2 to 5 minutes. These slopes are similar to those of other deltm (Coleman and Prior, 1980). Even 
the 17 minute delta front slope of the modern Canning River delta bulge in Cmden Bay fits well. 

In the three north-south profiles of figure 24, landward projections of surfaces 3 and 4 wodd 
intercept the present fan surface. This suggests that the present surface may be a very old sur- 
face that has experienced multiple cycles of erosion and progradation. The bickpoints them- 
selves, suggest that perhaps at least three major episodes of progradation have occurred, one of 
which is the subsurface delta defined by seismic stratigraphy. 

approximately 7-112 meters altitude of Tigvariak and Flaxman Islands, the isolated high 
areas on the present coastal plain, and the 7-112 meter knickpohts just described are a rather 
striking set of data points. If meaningful, this correlation implies that there may have been a 
regional fluvial or deltaic plain at a 7-1/2 m elevation and that the relief we see today is all that 
is left after severe periods of excessive erosion and little deposition. In fact, it appears that the 
only deposition occurring today is in the quiet lagoons and at the mouths of some rivers. 

Figure 27 is a generalized cross section from the Canning fan-delta northward through Flax- 
man Island and borehole 18. Sedimentary sequences between the fan-delta and Flaxman Island 
are rather flat lying whereas those north of the island steepen seaward toward borehole 18. The 
section illustrates the flat lying sequences as topset units and the seaward sequence as delta-front 
units in a deltaic system. The loose gravels under Flaxman Island me overlain by micaceous 
shales and siltstones whereas corresponding sediments throughout borehole 18 are mixtures of 
sandy and clayey silts. The fine-grained sequence that overlies the gravels suggests a depositional 
history of low terrigenous influx during a transgressive rise in sea level (Vail and others, 1977). 
The Flaxman Formation likewise is flat lying and rests on the finegrained topset sequence. Over- 
lying the Flaxman Forrnzbioa, is a non-marine sequence consisting of eolian and c o d a 1  plain sedi- 
ments which contain thaw lake deposits (L. David Carter, oral commun., 1985). The dashed line 
connecting the top of Flaxman Lsland with the coastal plain to the south represents the surface of 
the hypothetical, formally broad fluvial-deltaic plain. Excessive erosion has, for the most part, 
destroyed this surface leaving Flaxman and Tigvariak Islands, c w t d  plain highs, and the low 
relief barrier islands as remnants. Based on dl data presented, this illustration depicts one large 
fluvial-deltaic system consisting of the Canning fan-delta, m c i a t e d  barrier islands, and the s u b  
surface delta. 

Earlier discussion focused on the Flaxman Formation, as identified in borehole 18, projecting 
southward and equivalent to the Flaxman Formation outcrop on Flaxman Island and in the co* 
staZ bluffs ta the south. The top of the Flaxman Formation is bounded by aa uneonformity and 
the base of the unit is thought to be likewise (L. David Carter, oral commun., 1985). In all areas 
where the formation is known to outcrop, it does so at or near sea level and is thought to  be only 
a few meters thick. This suggests that the unit was deposited on a very broad, nearly horizontal, 
erosional surface. Assuming this to be true, it would be theoretically impossible to project the 
Flaxman Formation from Flaxman Island into borehole 18 because to do so would require that the 
Flaxman extends as a continuous unit diagonally through an unconformity. The unit described in 
borehole 18 as "Flaxman," (KrisMcDougal, 1982) has been shown to be a part of the subsurface 
delta described earlier and thus rests belaw the unconformity at the base of the "Flaxman" on 
Flaxman Xsland. This line of resbsoxling suggests that the "Flaxman" cannot be found in borehole 
18 and that the topographic highs and barrier islands are remnants of a fluvial or deltaic plain 
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which is not related to the subsurface delta. In. essence two prugradational sequences are 
separated by the Flaxman Formation. Additionally, it is suggested that no "Flaxman" will be 
found below the lagmnal floors or offshore because the "Flaxman" at or near sea level has been 
eroded away. 

The Boulder Patch, the pebbly unit at the top of borehole 18, and other similar deposits are 
essentially lag diposits of the eroded Flaxman Formation. These lag deposits will continue to be 
locahd near the seafloor as the h e r  grained sediments below them are removed from the area by 
erosion. 

Based on this analysis and data described earlier, there appear to be five unconformities, 1) 
surface 3; 2) surface 4; 3) bottom of the Flaxman Formation; 4) top of the Flamran Formation; 
and 5) the present sea floor and isolated areas within the lagoons. Transgressive sequences are 
represented by the large progradational subsurface delta and the F l m a n  Formation. The upper- 
most fluvial-deltaic plain (?) represents a non-marine progradation over " Flaxman" deposits 
perhaps occurring during a period of high terrigenous idlux (Vail and others, 1977) to the area 
followed by an excessive erosional cycle. An important consideration is that the "Flaxman" is a 
marine mud accumulation into which "Flaxman boulders" have been deposited and should not be 
considered to be of deltaic origin (L. David Carter, oral commun., 1985). This point supports re* 
soning that discounts the presence of 'Flaxman" in borehole 18, except perhaps as a tag deposit 
at or near the sea floor, and provides an environment fur quiet deposition of a marine mud, 
represented by "FJaxman," upon a flat erosional surface which caps an older deltaic sequence 
which abuts info an ancestral subaerial Canning fan to the south of present Flaxman outcrops 
along the coast. 

Other conclusions can be drawn from all the data presented in this report. They are as fol- 
lows: 

(1) Bonded permafrost throughout the area was not observed on the seismic records. 
Borehole data indicated permafmt at, above ', or below surfaces 3 and 4 at various 
loe ations (Hading-L awson h c  . , 197 9). Using a sound velocity of approximately 
1800 m/sec made reasonable correlation of acoustic reflectmrs with borehole stratigr* 
phy possible. One can conclude therefore that if permafrost does exist in the strati- 
graphic section described, it has little or no influence on the seismic interpretations. 

(2) Geoharards related to slumping and faulting are essentially nonexistent. On 
seismic records, internal deformation was noted during deposition of what was thought 
to be the "Flaxman. Formationn in borehole 18. This unit and other possible slumping 
occurrences are at subsurface depth and are related to pre-Holocene deposition and, 
therefore, are considered to be inactive. Unstable sediments may be encountered in 
the lagoonal accumulations interpreted fo be Holocene deposits. The relatively uni- 
form seaward grdients of surfaces 3 and 4 and the regional parallelism of surface con- 
tours to the present coastline suggest that the entire area has been relatively stable 
throughout the period since the formation of surface 3 and, therefore, deformation or 
warping of the stratigraphic section is minimal to nonexistent. Gas anomdies were 
not readily obsemed throughout the area, but this should not rule out the presence of 
gas* 

(3) Economic gravel deposits probably do not exist. Gravel deposits are known to be 
present below the Maquire and Flaxman Islands and below the Canning River Fan 
onshore. These deposits, however, are subsurface and not readily accessible. For the 
most part, the superficial sediments are fine-grained sands and silts, Gravels or pebbly 
units near the sea floor are more than likely lag deposits and do not reflect gravel 
accumulations below. Cut and fill channels described in the area characferistically 
contain sands and fine-grained deposits associated with minor amounts of gravel. 



(4) Historically i t  appears that after each transgression, i.e., the subsurface delta and 
the "Flaxman," an extended period of erosion occurred that destroyed much of the 
sediments that were deposited. Zf the non marine fluvial-deltaic plain at the imp of the 
stratigraphic sequence bad marine depositional counterparts on the inner shelf, the 
present erosional! cycle has removed them complehly, is destroying the fluvial-deltaic 
plain, is incising into the subsurface delta, and reflects a period of erosion of greater 
intensity than mast previous cycles. 

(5) Holocene deposits in the lagoons contain reflectors within the section above the 
pre-Holacene surface. Holmene sediment offshore, if present, should also have 
reflectors like those on other shelves, however, ice gouging and intermixing by ice 
processes may destroy their basic characteristics. As an end result, offshore Holocene 
sediment may actually appear to be homogenous and acoustically transparent. The 
base of this homogenous sequence may reflect the maximum depth to which ice goug- 
ing has been active in Holocene time. This basal surface may in fact be, in part, a 
mechanicdly formed surface as a result of subsurface smearing by ice keels as they 
passed through the area. 
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